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Chapter 1772
The cry of the baby was extremely loud.
Jun Jingyu was stunned.
That’s his child.
After living in his thirties, he finally had a child of his own.
His child was finally born safely!
It is the child’s mother who did her best to give birth to the child!
However, at this moment, Jun Jingyu didn’t even have time to look at
the child. The newborn baby was covered in blood and was taken
care of by a midwife. He didn’t even look at the boy or girl, he just
looked at Dalia, who was exhausted.
She must have been unable to open her eyelids.
The whole person is exhausted.
There were four or five doctors in front of her resuscitating her.
Hemostatic forceps, various sounds collide.
Everyone was wearing sterile clothes, so no one drove Jun Jingyu
away. Jun Jingyu didn’t even look at the child, she just looked at Dalia
like this: “Ashan, you will be fine! Even if you lose too much blood, I
will put my I’ll give you all the blood! I’ll give it to you~!”

“Ashan, you will live!”
“You will surely live!”
Dalia also said weakly: “I will live, I will live, I have given birth to a child,
and since then I have my own relatives, and I am also the mother of a
child.”
“I must live!”
“I’m going to take care of my child myself! Raise her up!”
“Where’s my child?”
“A boy or a girl?”
Every word she said was so weak.
Until she was tired and gradually fell asleep.
“Ashan…” Jun Jingyu hugged Dalia in her arms: “You must be
strong-willed.”
“Doctor, save her, I want you to save her! I want to save her at all
costs!” Jun Jingyu roared and pleaded.
Several doctors did not dare to speak.
They quickly stopped the bleeding for Dalia, and quickly gave her
blood clotting drugs.
When everyone thought that Dalia would not survive, her bleeding
stopped.
It’s a miracle.
After more than an hour, Dalia slowly woke up again.
She struggled to even open her eyelids, but she survived.
Several doctors thought it was incredible.
But in this world, anything unexpected can happen.

Dalia is alive.
She stared at Jun Jingyu weakly with her eyes half open: “Jingyu,
you… I’m fine, look at the child, look at the child, is it a boy or a girl?
Go and see, Tell me quickly.”
“Oh, good, good!” Only then did Jun Jingyu think of her child.
The baby has been cleaned up at birth, it’s a boy.
Jun Jingyu came to Dalia with her son in her arms, and quietly placed
the child in front of Dalia.
A smile immediately appeared on Dalia’s face: “This is, my son?”
“Your son! It’s like a fake! Your own son.”
“I will have a son in the future?”
“Yes, you will have a son in the future, and you will be the number one
hero of our king’s family in the future!”
Dalia smiled weakly: “Jing Yu, I’m so tired. I want to hug our child, but
I can’t.”
She doesn’t even have the strength to sit up now, let alone hold the
child.
“It’s alright, when you are well-cultivated, you will have more time to
hold your child. We can have a second, a third, and a tenth in the
future.”
Dalia laughed suddenly.

Chapter 1773
Very weak smile.
At this time, the doctor came over and looked at Jun Jingyu: “Master
Jun, my wife is so weak that she must be hospitalized for a period of
time, or else she will still suffer from the root of the disease in the
future.”

“Stop! It must be cured!”
“Good sir.”
“My wife, are you all right now?” Jun Jingyu asked.
The doctor smiled and said, “It’s a miracle. The wife’s desire to
survive is very strong, and Xu’s blood has clotted unconsciously. No
more blood loss, and the wife is fine. Now she’s just weak and not
life-threatening.”
Only then did Jun Jingyu feel relieved.
Everything was settled, and by the time the adults and children were
pushed out of the operating room, it was already half-afternoon.
As soon as the family of three came from the operating room, Jun
Jingyu saw that the operating room was full of people.
Several of his life-and-death brothers, Shaoqin, were in Nancheng,
and Muzhan and Shen He would not arrive until tomorrow.
But now, the operating room is full of people.
Shen’s only little friend stood at the front, she looked at Jun Jingyu
with a smile on her face: “Uncle Jun, did you bring me a brother or a
sister?”
Before Jun Jingyu could speak, Min Qingrong, who was behind him,
spoke up: “That, second uncle… I… Ruian and I also called… brother
and younger sister?”
Jun Ruian next to him also laughed: “hehe, I’m going to be a brother,
eh, Rayna, you want to be a sister-in-law.”
“What!” Beside, Galia pushed Jun Ruian hard: “Are you down a
generation!”
“Mr. Jun’s child, I want to be an auntie!”
“Also, Ming Zhen wants to be an uncle!”

“In the future, you and Rayna will call me and Ming Zhen, uncle and
aunt!”
Shen Weiyi also looked up at Jun Ruian and Min Qingrong:
“Yes…Brother Ruian, Sister Rayna…”
Jun Ruian + Min Qingrong: “…”
At this time, Alyce next to him spoke again: “You guys, don’t joke at
the door of the delivery room here, Ah Shan has just given birth and is
bleeding heavily. She must be very weak, let her go to the ward to
rest.”
Saying that, Shun personally carried a bag and came to Jun Jingyu’s
side: “Jingyu, this is the brown sugar that Shu’s mother specially used
to cook, this brown sugar is for blood, and it is good for new mothers
to drink this. Let her have a drink in the morning and evening.”
Jun Jingyu: “…”
Looking back, even Chu Tianling came.
Beside him was a little girl with Zhang Man’s freckles, flat nose and
flat face.
The little girl is ugly, but her smile naturally reveals a kind of strength.
She stood beside Chu Tianling, together with Chu Tianling, looked at
him and the child in his arms with a very blessed expression.
At this moment, Jun Jingyu, who has always been all-powerful and
only asks about political affairs and never spends too much time on
the world, suddenly felt a kind of flamboyant smell.
“Thank you, thank you.” Jun Jingyu was moved and stammered a
little.
He suddenly smiled: “Now I finally understand Shaoqin’s hostility, why
it has been resolved so quickly in the past year and a half.”
all over the body
Next to him, he saw Xu Zeyan.

Jun Jingyu immediately asked, “Ze Yan, how is your
daughter-in-law?”
Xu Zeyan immediately smiled and said, “Brother Jingyu, Amei was
supposed to come over, but she couldn’t get out of bed, and she had
to protect the child, so she didn’t come. She wanted to come and see
the child.”
“It’s alright, in a few days, I’ll take the baby over to show her.” Jun
Jingyu said.
“Okay, Brother Jingyu.”
“You guys, stop talking here. Quickly push Ah Shan into the ward and
give her some brown sugar water I made myself.” At this time, Alyce
reminded.
This group of people carefully pushed Dalia into the ward.
After everything was settled, Dalia drank the brown sugar water that
Alyce boiled, and her whole personality improved a lot.
She slowly regained some energy, and when she was half-lying in
Alyce’s arms, Dalia first looked at her newborn child, and then looked
around at the place.
Familiar are all there.
But who is missing?
Dalia asked weakly, “Suzi, why didn’t Suzi come?”
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Chapter 1774
Among all the friends, the one Dalia misses the most and wants to
see the most is Suzi.
In fact, after so many things, Dalia knew very well that if she hadn’t
had Suzi as her invisible spiritual support, Dalia might not have been
able to support her long ago.
Therefore, after giving birth to a child and miraculously surviving once
again, the person Dalia wants to see most is Suzi.
She wanted to tell Suzi that she, like Suzi, had become a real strong
mother.
However, all the people came, but only Suzi was not seen.
At this moment, Jun Jingyu’s cell phone rang.
Picking it up and taking a look, it turned out to be Suzi calling.
Jun Jingyu immediately connected, then pressed the speakerphone
and placed it in front of Dalia’s bed.
Suzi’s anxious voice immediately came from the other end: “Mr. Jun!
What’s the situation, what about Sister Shan? Has Sister Shan’s life
been in danger? I’ve called you twenty times, but you answered one.
what!”
Here, Dalia smiled weakly again: “Suzi, it’s me…”
Suzi: “…”
“I’m your sister Shan…” Dalia said.
Suzi immediately became excited: “Sister Shan, sister Shan, are you
alright?”

Dalia smiled and said, “It wasn’t very good at first, but after drinking
the brown sugar water that your mother boiled for me, I feel much
better. Suzi, I gave birth to a big fat son by myself.”
“Congratulations! Sister Shan!” Suzi cried excitedly.
This is the true meaning of Sister Shan’s life, my dear.
“I…I will have relatives in the future.” Sure enough, Dalia said.
Suzi couldn’t help nodding his head: “Well, um, Sister Shan, you will
have a backer in the future. If Mr. Jun wears your shoes again in the
future, let our son take care of him!”
Dalia was amused by Suzi’s words and laughed: “Humph! I can be
regarded as a backer now! If Jun Jingyu dares to wear lowercase
letters to me in the future, I will not let my son clean him up! The family
property is mine, I will let him He went out of the house! He didn’t
even have money to sleep in a hotel when he went out!”
After speaking, Dalia glanced sideways at Jun Jingyu.
Jun Jingyu, who was holding the newborn in her arms, smiled.
In the past few months, he has already transferred all his fortune to
Dalia.
There was nothing left of him.
Even when he went out every day, he asked Dalia for a hundred yuan,
at most a pack of cigarettes and water.
Some joked with his subordinates and asked Jun Jingyu to invite a
guest, but Jun Jingyu couldn’t come up with the money.
The subordinates obviously found that their lord is very stingy now.
Among these subordinates, Dalia is most familiar with Zhu
Guangzhou. Once Zhu Guangzhou brought his wife to visit Dalia, Zhu
Guangzhou joked with Dalia: “Madam, do you feel like being a queen
now? You don’t know. , how stingy he is now that Jun Ye has handed
over the economic power to you.”

“In the past three days, he took it out privately and invited us to have a
dinner or something, but now, Lord Jun, don’t even invite us, he
doesn’t even own a restaurant.”
Dalia was stunned on the spot.
She didn’t expect that Jun Jingyu was really penniless.
When he got home in the evening, Dalia handed a bank card to Jun
Jingyu: “Jingyu, take this one. There are ten million in it.”
Jun Jingyu raised her eyebrows: “Why? I used to give you 1 million to
drive you away, but now the feng shui turns, you want to give me 10
million and then kick me out of the house?”
Dalia was angry and funny: “Who is joking with you! You can’t have
every penny on your body, how can you go out without money? A big
man always needs to bring some money with him when he goes out?”
What Dalia didn’t expect was that Jun Jingyu said in a show off, “Wife,
wife, guess how I lived without money?”
“I used to smoke three packs of cigarettes a day, but now I smoke one
pack of cigarettes every three days. Not only do I save on smoking,
but now I don’t need money for meals. I eat in the cafeteria. The
cafeteria takes care of my meals. No money needed.”
“My monthly salary can be handed over to you.”
Dalia: “…”
At this moment, chatting with Suzi, and then recalling these while
watching her man holding the newborn, Dalia couldn’t help feeling
emotional.

Chapter 1775
There is warmth in the emotion.
From now on, she also has family and relatives.
her son!

“Sister Shan, you have become stronger now, I’m really happy for
you.” Suzi said sincerely.
Originally, he was very worried about Dalia, but now, Suzi is not a little
relieved.
“Suzi, I’m a little tired listening to your tone of voice. What’s wrong
with you? Are you sick?” If Suzi hadn’t gotten sick, Suzi would
definitely be there when she gave birth to such a big thing.
At this moment, Dalia, who had just gotten better, was worried about
Suzi in turn.
Suzi: “…”
Her face suddenly turned red.
When she woke up in the morning, she was a little red.
She was startled, but when she turned around, she found that
Shaoqin was not around.
He has been out early and late in the past few days.
Suzi looked at the red on the bed and couldn’t help but blame himself.
Last night, it was because she was too hypocritical, the month was so
old, and she had to pester Shaoqin to give her more.
Shaoqin has been very careful.
He was suffocating himself.
However, she accidentally hurt her.
He really did it to his death.
In the morning, although Suzi was very scared, he didn’t dare to tell
Shaoqin, because recently Shaoqin has to manage both Fu’s group
and Xu’s group, and now he has to take care of Jun Jingyu’s affairs.
He is too busy.

So Suzi called the doctor himself and asked the doctor to come to the
door.
She didn’t dare to move or get out of bed.
Fortunately, the doctor came and comforted her: “Ma’am, sometimes
when the body is dry, the internal connective tissue will be bruised if
you touch it a little. This will not affect the fetus. If you are worried,
ma’am, You will be in bed for ten days and a half months.”
After listening to the doctor’s explanation, Suzi blushed even more.
The doctor didn’t say it clearly, but Suzi could understand it.
Doesn’t that mean that she hasn’t been with her husband for a long
time. Occasionally, if you touch it a little, there will be scratches. This
is blood from the scratches.
Although it has no effect on the fetus, Suzi did not dare to be careless.
She still obediently listened to the doctor’s words, and obediently lay
in bed by herself.
So, knowing that Dalia was giving birth this morning, Suzi didn’t go to
see his friend.
Instead, the friend who just gave birth cares about himself.
Suzi felt extremely guilty.
Although they couldn’t see each other through the phone, Suzi’s face
was red at this moment, and he smiled a little shyly: “It’s okay, sister
Shan, I just woke up this morning with a lot of fetal movement, and the
doctor put me in bed. Rest, so… I can’t go over to see you.”
“I’ll see you again when my fetal image is stable.” Suzi said
apologetically.
“Suzi, you must take good care of yourself. I’m already very grateful
that you sent the only representative to see me.” Dalia raised her
hand and touched the only head and said.

The only thing that made her feel happier when she heard that she
could represent her mother.
“Auntie, I’ll be an adult soon. I can take care of Aunt Shanshan, and I
can take care of my aunt. Aunt Shanshan, I can run from you to my
aunt’s ward, and then run back. If you don’t believe me, look.” Then,
the only child Shen turned around and ran out.
She was so fast that no one in the ward could react, and Shen Weiyi
ran away.
However, as soon as she walked out of Dalia’s ward and turned a
corner, she bumped into someone.
The man hugged Shen Weiyi in his arms and looked directly at Shen
Weiyi.
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Chapter 1776
“Who are you, why are you holding me! Let me go!” Shen Weiwei
looked at the young uncle who was holding him in his eyes with great
vigilance.
The young uncle immediately said: “Little boy, do you know that you
will fall when you run so fast? Be careful not to run so fast in the future.
These are all marble floors, and it hurts to fall.”

Shen Weiyi immediately smiled: “Thank you, uncle.”
“Where are your parents? Why didn’t your parents follow you for such
a small child?” the man asked.
“Humph!” Shen Weiyi said proudly from time to time: “My father is
very busy, especially Tebi’s, I’m already an older child, I don’t need
my father to take care of me, I can take care of people now, I can take
care of my aunt, and Can take care of my Aunt Shanshan.”
As soon as the words were spoken, Shen Weiyi ran away.
At this time, Christopher and Xu Zeyan also chased after him.
Just in front of the young man, the young man also accused
Christopher and Xu Zeyan.
“How can you be a parent, how do you let your children run around?
It’s because it’s in the hospital, if it’s on the road, it’s terrible.”
Christopher + Xu Zeyan nodded and said gratefully, “Yes, yes, you
are right.”
Shen Weiyi came back and explained to the young man: “Don’t worry,
uncle, when I’m on the road, I won’t run around. I know there are a lot
of cars on the road, so I’ll avoid the cars, thank you uncle.”
After that, Shen Weiyi ran away again.
She is very happy today.
The reason why she was happy was because Aunt Shanshan gave
birth to a baby, and she wanted to rush to tell her aunt the high news.
Shen Weiyi ran in front, Galia and Xu Zeyan followed.
However, when they didn’t know it, far away, a high-powered mirror
was looking at Shen Weiyi’s back. When Shen Weiyi disappeared
without a trace, the person behind the high-powered mirror took out
his mobile phone and made a call.
“Hey, little girl is not following her parents?”

“Go back, no.”
“Damn it!” the other end cursed bitterly.
“Where’s her dad!”
This end: “…”
“I ask you! Where’s her father!”
This side: “I heard…he’s been very busy these days. He’s busy
leaving early and returning late.”
“Where’s her mother?”
This end: “Master Hui, I haven’t seen her mother…”
“Damn it!” the man said again.
This end: “…”
“It’s like this every time. Once the mother and daughter need him, he
will never be by their side. I really don’t know what Suzi loves her! Go,
help me find out why Suzi is the best. My friend is giving birth here,
but Suzi didn’t show up, go check it out!”
This end: “Yes, Lord!”
The conversation between the two suddenly disappeared.
No one knew that far, far away, there was a high-powered mirror
staring at Shen Weiyi.
At this time, Shen Weiyi had already run to Shang Hongmei’s ward.
“Auntie, did you know, Aunt Shanshan gave birth to a younger brother
for me.” Shen Weiyi lay on her toes in front of Zai Shang Hongmei’s
hospital bed, she held a small towel and raised her hand to wipe the
corners of Shang Hongmei’s mouth.
Shang Hongmei smiled warmly: “I have another younger brother to
play with you, are you the only one happy?”

The only nodded: “Well.”
Then he shook his head: “No, if it was a younger sister, I would like it
more. Aunt, you don’t know, I used to give Aunt Shanshan a beast
doll, but the doll was actually a girl, and I wanted a younger sister at
that time. come.”
“Hey, who knew a younger brother came.”
“However, my brother is also very good!”

Chapter 1777
Shang Hongmei shaved Shen Wei’s little nose: “What’s wrong with
my younger brother, when my younger brother grows up, he can not
only be Shen Wei’s little follower, but also Shen Wei’s little lady’s
bodyguard!”
“Yes! Hehe, if my mother and aunt both gave birth to younger brothers,
I would have a lot of bodyguards in the future.”
“When I grow up, I will be the queen, hee hee.”
Auntie immediately smiled and said, “Well, our only one is the most
sensible, independent, and least let mother worry about the queen.”
Being praised by his aunt, Shen Weiyi became happier.
But she is indeed an independent, sensible little girl who doesn’t let
her mother worry.
Mother is sick in bed, Shen Wei only knows.
Dad has been very busy recently, and Shen Weiyi also knows it.
And Uncle Jun is also very busy, Shen Weiwei knows it.
She thought that she would be very busy in the future.
Because I have to go to kindergarten, I have to go home to see my
mother, and I have to come to the hospital to see Shanshan’s aunt
and aunt.

And to visit my newborn brother.
But fortunately, at least uncle Christopher and uncle were with her.
It’s not too lonely either.
“Uncle, let the two of us come to the hospital together in the future.”
Shen Weiyi said while holding his uncle.
However, as soon as she finished speaking, Xu Zeyan’s cell phone
rang.
Xu Zeyan immediately connected: “Hello, fourth brother?”
On the other end, it was Arron’s voice: “Zeyan, Jing Yu can’t make
time for the past two days, and the three of them can’t arrive in time
for the curtain exhibition, so you have to be busy these two days. The
Fu Group has just won the A big business in Southeast Asia. This
business needs to be done with the Xu Group.”
Xu Zeyan immediately said in surprise: “Really…really Fourth
Brother?”
Whenever the Fu Group has a good project to do, it will always think
of the Xu Group.
Xu Zeyan was grateful to Arron in his heart.
Arron said in a very calm tone: “Ze Yan, I can’t take care of you these
two days, if the only aunt’s body can…”
Speaking of which, he didn’t speak.
After all, Xu Zeyan just got married, and his wife didn’t conceive until
she was forty, and she was hospitalized to prevent the miscarriage,
so Arron said half of what he said.
He let Xu Zeyan make his own decision.
However, she heard Shang Hongmei on the hospital bed coughing
and urging Xu Zeyan: “Zeyan, go ahead, the matter of the Xu Group
should be handled by you personally, you can’t trouble Mr. Fu, I’m fine
here, I can You can call a nurse or a nurse.”

“I’m sure I’ll be fine.”
In order to reassure Xu Zeyan, Shang Hongmei looked at Shen Weiyi
again, she just wanted to use Shen Weiyi to comfort Xu Zeyan:
“Besides, isn’t this little thing Shen Weiwei taking care of my aunt,
Shen Weiwei can be used as an adult? It’s over.”
Shen Weiyi immediately nodded desperately: “I can definitely take
good care of my aunt!”
Xu Zeyan also looked at Shen Weiyi with relief: “The only child in my
family is the best!”
As an uncle, he is always thinking of encouraging his nephew and
daughter, giving her confidence and a positive attitude, but Xu Zeyan
didn’t really want Weiyi to do anything. On the contrary, he would care
about Weiyi everywhere.
Xu Zeyan turned around and said to Christopher, “Assistant Yan, her
father and I have been very busy recently. Please help Assistant Yan
to take care of the only one, and she will be delivered to home safely
later.”
Christopher nodded: “Don’t worry, Young Master Ze Yan, this is my
duty, and I will definitely take good care of the little princess.”
Xu Zeyan left with confidence.
As soon as his forefoot left, Shen Weiyi took the initiative and said to
Shang Hongmei: “Auntie, I’ll go buy you dinner now, I know you can’t
eat spicy food, you can’t eat spicy food, you have to eat high-nutrition
food. , soft, right?”
Shang Hongmei immediately stopped: “The only one that doesn’t
need to be used, Auntie can directly call the nurse to bring it over…”
Before she could finish her words, Shen Weiyi ran out, but as soon as
Suzi went out, he bumped into someone’s arms again.
“Uncle, is it you again?” Shen Weiyi asked in surprise.
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Chapter 1778
The young man who had been bumped by Shen Weiyi just now was
about to exchange a few words with Shen Weiyi, but when he looked
up, he saw Christopher.
Christopher and Shen Wei are usually neither big nor small, and
sometimes they bicker like he is a child, but Christopher’s vigilance is
very high.
He looked at the man in front of him calmly, and nodded slightly with a
smile.
The man said nothing.
Instead, he smiled awkwardly towards Christopher and turned away.
Shen Weiyi took Christopher’s hand and went to buy dinner for Shang
Hongmei.
They watched Shang Hongmei eat dinner before going to Dalia’s
ward. It was relatively lively here, but no one dared to speak loudly.
For fear of affecting the rest of the baby.
Half an hour later, except for Jun Jingyu, everyone in the ward
withdrew.

Jun Ruian drove away with Min Qingrong, and Shu Mingzhen drove
back with Galia and Alyce.
Christopher was mainly responsible for sending Shen Weiyi.
After sending Shen Weiyi home, he has to pick up Fourth Master Fu.
Christopher was not at ease because he had someone else pick him
up.
The fourth master has been too busy recently. As an assistant,
Christopher has to be busy too.
After sending the little princess home, Christopher left without staying
any longer.
“Uncle Yan!” Shen Weiyi shouted again as soon as he went out.
Christopher looked back at Shen Weiyi: “What’s the matter, little
princess?”
“Come pick me up early tomorrow, I have three people to take care of
now, my mother, my aunt, and my aunt Shanshan.” Shen Wei said in
a very sacred tone.
“Don’t worry!” Christopher laughed.
“Goodbye little princess.”
“Goodbye Uncle Yan.”
After entering the door, Shen Weiyi ran towards his mother’s room.
At this time, Suzi had just eaten dinner. Originally, she wanted to get
out of bed for a walk, but she felt that there was no problem.
The baby’s fetal movement was normal today, and she counted the
fetal heartbeat on time.
However, when she thought that she did this yesterday, she should
not cause trouble for her husband these days. She simply ate and lay
in bed again.

As soon as he lay down, Shen Weiyi came in.
When the little thing entered the door, he came to his mother, put his
toes on his toes, and raised his hand to touch his mother’s forehead.
After touching it for a while, she said in a serious manner, “Well, I
don’t have a fever.”
Suzi wanted to laugh: “Well, mom is much better.”
“Mom, you have to be more obedient in the future, don’t exercise
more, don’t eat indiscriminately, and don’t eat when it’s cold, you
know?”
Suzi nodded: “I know.”
“Mom, can you sleep by yourself?” Shen Weiyi asked.
Suzi: “What do you mean?”
“Do you need me to put you to sleep? If you need, I’ll get my
storybook and I’ll tell you a story so you can sleep faster.”
Suzi: “…”
She would like to say, you are not literate yet, what a little adult.
It’s not too late to tell your mother a story when you are literate.
But Suzi didn’t say anything.
She smiled and said, “Mom wants to hear it, but my mother prefers to
read stories. Can you bring your fairy tale book to my mother to read,
and then accompany my mother next to you? Do you agree?”
“Of course I agree!” In fact, Shen Weiyi really wanted her mother to
accompany her.
It’s more like having mom tell her a story.
After taking a shower, the little girl took her fairy tale book, sat next to
her mother’s bed, and listened to her mother telling her stories.

Half an hour later, the little girl fell asleep.
Sleeping in my parents’ bed.
At eleven o’clock at night, when Arron came back, he took Shen Weiyi
back to her children’s room.
After washing up and going to bed, Arron hugged Suzi guiltily: “I’ve
been busy these days, you are getting older every month, and even
the child has become more sensible. She actually knows to take the
initiative to accompany her mother.”

Chapter 1779
Suzi rested his head on Arron’s shoulder: “Yes, the only one who has
always known to care about me.”
“Before in Quxian, she fought with people, mostly to protect me.
When I was busy with work in Quxian, she was able to run home by
herself, and she remembered the route very accurately.”
“It’s really hard for her, she’s only six years old.”
Arron sighed: “After this busy time, after you give birth, our family of
four will go abroad to relax.”
“When the child is a little older and your figure recovers, we will hold
the wedding.” Arron said.
Suzi suddenly pouted: “Why wait for my body to recover!”
“Can’t I hold a wedding except for confinement!”
Arron: “…”
He doesn’t mind.
No matter how fat she is, he is willing to hold her hand and truly enter
the marriage hall.
but……
“Are you sure you won’t wear a wedding dress to my wedding?”

“Even if it’s an ordinary dress, it’s not as fat as you? Are you sure?”
Suzi: “…”
what!
How could you forget this!
It is impossible not to wear a wedding dress.
Not only does she have to wear a wedding dress, but she also has to
wear a very beautiful wedding dress.
It is best to hold the wedding after the suggestion is to get back in
shape.
“Okay!” Suzi had to say: “Wait a year and a half later, I want to
breastfeed the baby, so it will be another year and a half.”
“I’ll listen to you! Go to sleep!” The man tucked the quilt for his wife.
He waited for her to fall asleep before he was willing to sleep.
I don’t have time during the day, so I want to see her more at night.
In fact, she is not fat at all, but thin, and the thin capillaries on the
bridge of her nose can be seen clearly.
Her face had small freckles looming because of her pregnancy.
These little freckles look so cute.
The man suddenly lowered his head and kissed the woman’s
forehead.
“You are so beautiful. You are beautiful in every way. Even this one
who is pregnant, with little freckles, and a little drool in her sleep, is so
beautiful, no wonder he would say that to me. “
He was naturally Pan Haoyang in Arron’s mouth.
He hasn’t received a harassing call from Pan Haoyang for nearly a
month, and he received it again today.

Arron deliberately asked someone to tell the source of the phone’s
signal, and found that it was still on the small island in the southeast.
The island looked like it was about 5,000 kilometers away from
Nancheng.
At sea, you can only see it with a telescope.
“How have you been recently? Whatever you need, I’ll ship it for you.”
Arron said.
“What do I need?” Pan Haoyang sneered: “Are you kindly asking me
to send supplies, or do you want to borrow the supplies, and then
invade and occupy my Haoyang Island like Jiaxing Island?”
Arron: “…”
“What? Have nothing to say?” Pan Haoyang asked.
Arron’s tone was still very calm: “If you don’t need it, I won’t ship it to
you. When you need it, no matter what materials you need, just call
me and I’ll ship it to you. “
“Haha!” Pan Haoyang laughed arrogantly, with a sadness in his
arrogance: “What do I want! I want my mother to come back to life,
can you? I want my mother to keep you in Jiaxing Island and take me
with you. , even in exile, even in death, I am willing, can you make
everything happen again? Can you make us all reborn once!”
“Haoyang! Don’t fool around!” Arron stopped him.
After a pause, he said, “Half of the Fu Group’s property, as long as
you want it, is yours.”
“I don’t want it! I don’t need it! I’m not short of money! Arron, I just
don’t have as much money as you, but I’m not short of money!” Pan
Haoyang roared.
Arron: “…”
After a long time, the tone suddenly calmed down: “I only need two,
will you give it to me?”

Arron was startled for a moment: “What?”
“Suzi and the only one, will you give it to me?” Pan Haoyang asked.
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Chapter 1780
Arron: “…”
His temper towards Pan Haoyang was extremely good.
But at that moment, Arron couldn’t help but say coldly: “Haoyang,
your island is 30 kilometers long from east to west, and 50 kilometers
long from north to south, which is half smaller than Jiaxing Island, you
think I can take it in an hour. Next, or take it in half an hour?”
Pan Haoyang also sneered: “It’s more than half an hour! If you want to
take me down, fifteen minutes is enough, isn’t it?”
“In other words, if you want to kill me, you may have died before I
knew it. Isn’t that the way you treat other brothers? People like you
are simply cold-blooded, a murderous demon! You talk about human
nature, are you worthy!”
Arron was not angry at all.
His tone was extremely calm: “Well, it’s good that you know.”
He was the first to hang up the phone.

After closing the line, he used a landline to notify several confidants in
a row.
The confidant arrived in five minutes.
“Now, immediately raze that island to the ground for me!” Arron’s tone
was still indifferent.
Several henchmen: “…”
One of the confidants couldn’t help reminding Arron: “Fourth Master,
just a month ago, you… planned to send a shipment of supplies
there.”
“I’ve changed my mind now! You can do this today, I’m afraid it will
change later!”
“Change?” Several confidants asked in unison.
What will change?
I haven’t heard anything about that island.
“I’m afraid I will change myself.” Arron said.
Several confidants: “…”
Arron said faintly: “Since he was given up when he was born, let him
not survive in the world. When you are razed to the ground, remember
to leave a whole body for him to bring back, and I will bury him and his
mother there. Together.”
After the words, Arron said to himself again: “Didn’t you say that my
mother has always loved me alone? I will let you down today, and you
will be able to accompany my mother well from now on.”
“Maybe I’m doing it right.”
After saying that, Arron said again: “Go, go now!”
Several confidants know that any decision made by the fourth master
must be well thought out.

The confidants said in unison, “Yes, Fourth Master!”
Then turn around and leave.
Arron also turned around.
However, the moment he turned around, he saw the picture of his
mother on his desk.
Mother’s amiable smile, mother’s weathered voice, mother’s struggle
and suffering in order to save the two brothers. In an instant, it came
to Arron’s mind.
Arron frowned suddenly.
“Stop!” He suddenly yelled at his subordinates.
Several henchmen immediately turned around and came back.
“Don’t go.” Arron said.
Confidants: “…”
Arron said in a slightly weary tone: “Encircle the island and watch it
change. If there is no movement on the island, then you should not
make any movement, but if there is any movement on the island, you
will not be too late.”
The confidants immediately said in unison, “Yes, Fourth Master!”
After a few confidants left, Arron looked at his mother’s portrait for a
long time.
In this life, there has never been a woman more miserable than her
mother.
If the mother in the spirit of heaven knew that the two twins were
fighting to the death, how could the mother in heaven be so
embarrassed?
Arron used busy affairs to suppress these annoyances in his heart,
dealt with company affairs, then inspected Jun Jingyu’s official affairs
within the scope, and went to the hospital again.

In the end, it was the life and death brothers who gave birth, and
Arron came to visit in person.
However, the little baby and Dalia were both asleep at the time.

Chapter 1781
Jun Jingyu was the only one outside the ward.
Arron came back without stopping.
Got home late at night.
The woman became more and more lethargic because of her heavy
body, and the child fell asleep too.
At this moment, when he saw his woman and a child like a little adult,
Arron had only one thought in his heart, whoever dared to take their
mother three away, then he would let anyone die!
Even his own brother.
It’s not the first time he has done something about destroying his
brother!
The man lay down beside the woman slowly, with one arm gently
covering the woman’s bulging belly, before falling asleep after a long
time.
the next day
Again, Suzi left the house before Arron woke up.
Today, Suzi’s complexion is much better. She mainly slept well. She
guessed that she should be fine. It was like visiting Dalia in the
hospital, and by the way, she saw her sister-in-law who had a baby.
However, before she could go out, the doctor came again.
“Madam, although your body is not in serious trouble, it is still not
suitable for you to run around. It is better for you to stay at home for
two more days.” The doctor advised.

Suzi: “Eh, okay…”
“Mom, take a good rest at home, I will visit Aunt Shanshan and aunt
instead of you.” Shen Weiyi said to his mother while eating.
“Children should mainly go to kindergarten.” Suzi said.
“I know.” Shen Weiyi nodded: “I’m going after school. I bought dinner
for my aunt yesterday. I bought it by myself. I’m very capable.”
“Mom, I took a photo of Aunt Shanshan’s younger brother this
afternoon, wait for me.” Shen Weiyi said sweetly to his mother.
Suzi nodded: “Well, okay, mom is waiting for you at home.”
This afternoon, at about six o’clock, Suzi’s cell phone rang, and when
he picked it up, he saw a video from Dalia’s cell phone.
Suzi immediately connected: “Sister Shan, Sister Shan, you… are
you okay? I… I don’t know how you are, and I don’t dare to call you or
something. How are you now, is the baby okay? The only one who
said he wanted to take a picture for me to take a look…”
“Mom, that’s me.” Shen Weiyi’s avatar immediately appeared over
there.
Shen Weiyi said with a smile: “Mom, it’s the video I made for you, look
at it, this is Aunt Shanshan.”
Suzi immediately saw Dalia, who was weak on the hospital bed, and
her eyes immediately turned red: “Sister Shan, you…how can you be
so weak, I heard my mother say on the phone that you are bleeding
profusely? “
“It’s alright Suzi, I’m fine now, I’ve survived, I’m fine now, and my child
is fine, so I’m worried about you, you must take good care of the
miscarriage, understand?” Dalia comforted her in turn. Suzi.
Suzi nodded: “Well, I know Sister Shan, I’ll see you in two days.”
“good.”

There I saw Shen Weiyi’s head again: “Mom, look, this is the new
brother my aunt Shanshan gave me.”
A small baby with closed eyes immediately appeared in the footage.
The little baby clenched his fists and closed his eyes to sleep, which
made Shen Xiangmeng smile.
“Hey, this little guy looks like a handsome guy at such a young age,
haha, I… I really want to hug him, I want to hug him.”
What is the best healing medicine in the world?
No doubt, it must be a child.
Especially newborns.
His ignorant little appearance is really good.
“When I’m better, I’ll be out of bed in a few days, and I’ll see the child
as soon as I’m better.” Suzi said excitedly.
Shen Weiyi knew a lot: “Mom, I’m hanging up, my brother can’t take
too long a video, he’s going to sleep.”
“Okay.”
After closing the line, Shen Weiyi handed the phone to Dalia, and said
to her, “Aunt Shanshan, I’ve seen you. I’ll take a look at my aunt in the
ward where I married my aunt.”
After saying that, the little girl ran out.
As soon as she went out, she was instantly stunned: “Why is it him
again?”

